Senior Statistician

High Wycombe, United Kingdom

Ref: 1905772174W

Apply

At the Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies of Johnson & Johnson, we are working to create a world without disease. Transforming lives by finding new and better ways to prevent, intercept, treat and cure disease inspires us. We bring together the best minds and pursue the most promising science.

The Senior Statistician provides statistical services including analysis, interpretation, design, and reporting or communication of data evidence for research, development, and/or marketed product needs in Janssen. This position supports statistical aspects of business-critical and/or regulatory commitments. Abiding by the Credo and practices J&J Leadership Imperatives for Individuals: Lead, Shape, Connect, and Deliver.

Able to demonstrate advanced data analytic expertise based on a foundation of statistical principles and a track record of applied experience. You are effective in using computational tools for study, experiment, or trial research objectives. Applying high quality statistical methodology in assigned projects with a proven understanding of the disease/scientific/functional area and health authority acceptability. Ensuring application of appropriate statistical methods and generation of accurate and reproducible results working independently or by providing specifications to statistical programming colleagues. Produces clear, concise, well-organized, and error-free computer programs and statistical reporting content.

Aligning with organization and company standard operating procedures in timely fashion, such as training and project time accounting. Understands and aligns with relevant regulatory guidance. Contributes high quality and timely deliverables as assessed by partners such as the project team, the clinical trial team, and the Statistics Area Head. Ensuring that documents, specifications, programs, and macros are consistent and align with project and company standards. Follows standard methodologies for Data Integrity.

You will Acquire and demonstrate your knowledge in pharmaceutical research and development strategies and execution. Assists in providing experimental design, modeling, analysis planning, analysis execution, interpretation, and statistical communications support. Is accountable for execution of individual project responsibilities, including: meetings with necessary project team members, reporting activities, exploratory analyses/graphics, and additional analyses to support publications for individual clinical trials/studies/projects. Provides critical input to the statistical lead or team in optimizing study or trial designs in line with objectives and supporting scenario simulations and sample size calculations.
based on relevant technical area knowledge and maintaining effective and efficient interfaces and relationships with internal and external clients, with support of Statistics & Decision Sciences (SDS) management. Routinely contributes to area (e.g. discovery, translational, early development, late development) project meetings. Contributes positively to SDS team dynamics with a deep understanding of the SDS vision.

**Qualifications**

Do you have the following Education and Experience Requirements?

- Ph.D. or MsC in Statistics / Similar field
- Basic knowledge of SAS or R programming.
- Experience of clinical trial study design

Johnson & Johnson is an Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, national origin, or protected veteran status and will not be discriminated against on the basis of disability.

Apply